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PREFACE
This book is intended for an introductory course in programming in STEM (science,
technology, engineering, and mathematics) fields while using MATLAB as the
programming language. MATLAB is a popular computational software package used in
universities and industries alike.
This textbook differentiates itself from others in two specific ways.
1. The textbook is suitable for the many engineering departments throughout the
nation that no longer teach a 3-credit hour programming course. They weave
programming and mathematical software packages such as MATLAB in courses
such as Foundations of Engineering, Freshmen Design, Modeling of Systems,
Engineering Analysis, Numerical Methods, etc. This book is highly suitable for
such audiences. To achieve these goals and make the access far-reaching, we have
been deliberate in keeping the lessons short in length so that instructors can easily
choose the course content in a modular way.
2. The textbook is a stand-alone resource for learning programming where the lectures
complement the textbook rather than vice versa. This is because of the reason above
where in-classroom time is truncated, and therefore students need to be more selftaught. For this reason, we have been meticulous when selecting and organizing the
textbook content to include fundamental and application programming problems
that prepare students well for other problems they will solve in academia and
industry.
The book has nine modules which have been each broken down by lessons. There are 42
lessons in all and depending on the learning outcomes of the course, an instructor can
choose to assign only necessary lessons. Modules 1-3 focus on MATLAB and
programming basics like the MATLAB program interface, programming variables,
different types of data, debugging, plotting, and applications to science and engineering
problems. In Module 4, we show the use of MATLAB for basic mathematical procedures
learned in the engineering courses including nonlinear equations, integration,
differentiation, simultaneous linear equations, interpolation, regression, and ordinary
differential equations. In Modules 5-8, the user is introduced to basic programming
concepts of conditional statements, repetition (loops), and custom functions. In Module 9,
program input/output is shown with writing to and reading from external files as well as
navigating directories with MATLAB. Important appendices include a primer on matrix
algebra, a collection of mini-projects, and a introduction to animating plots in MATLAB.
Appendix A provides a primer on matrix algebra. Appendix B contains a set of miniprojects. Appendix C demonstrates how to make animated plots in MATLAB.
Each lesson contains screenshots of actual MATLAB programs that are used to help
illustrate the concepts presented. More than 120 complete programs are shown throughout
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this book to demonstrate to the reader how to use programming concepts. The book is
written in a USA-Today style question-answer format for a quick grasp of the concepts.
The purpose of this book is to provide the reader with a firm basic understanding of
MATLAB syntax and fundamental programming concepts. Each lesson contains
MATLAB programs that are used to help illustrate the concepts presented. By no means
do the authors claim to present every MATLAB command, function, application, or
programming concept in existence.
CONTACT INFORMATION
We would appreciate feedback, questions, or comments that you may have on this book.
We are especially looking for any typographical errors. We will update these immediately
with the publisher and also we will keep a complete list of corrections at
programming.autarkaw.com/errata.html.
You can contact the first author, Autar Kaw, via:
Email:
Telephone:
Twitter:
Mailing Address:

AutarKaw@yahoo.com
+1 (813) 974-5626
@numericalguy
Department of Mechanical Engineering, ENG030
University of South Florida
4202 East Fowler Avenue
Tampa, FL 33620-5350
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WHAT IS NEW WITH THE THIRD EDITION?
•

We have rethought the layout of the book by grouping sets of lessons into modules
that address a specific set of fundamental topics as well as reordered some lessons
for learning clarity.

•

We have added ten new lessons and extended other lessons to more fully cover
programming fundamentals. Additionally, there are more than 50 new MATLAB
example codes.

•

A companion website (MechPlus.org) has been constructed for easy reference and
review. This is not a replacement for the book, but it allows students to quickly
jump around to different lessons and see programming examples and explanations
on the go. For specifics on the textbook, like where to purchase and have access to
other resources, head to programming.autarkaw.com.

•

Based on student feedback over the last seven years, we have reformatted the whole
book for readability and clarity.

•

We have added end-of-lesson summaries of the new syntax, functions, and
commands covered in each lesson to make referencing and reviewing faster.

•

New figures have been added to visually demonstrate fundamental concepts.

•

We have updated all syntax and example codes to reflect MATLAB, that is,
R2018b.
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A NOTE TO STUDENTS
What will I be able to do after completing this book?
Imagine you are given a file that contains data of position and time of the path of a rocket.
By the end of this book, you will be able to read in the data from the file(s), estimate
position, velocity, and acceleration of the rocket, and plot each of these dynamics variables
simply by clicking “run” on your program. The best part is, if you get new data or multiple
sets of data from multiple rockets, you can get all of these results again with only minimal
additional work. This is just one example of many real-world problems you will be capable
of solving after mastering the material in this book.
This textbook will give you a strong foundation in programming fundamentals through
MATLAB. Although some more advanced topics like object-oriented programming are
beyond the scope of this book, you will be able to solve the vast majority of engineering
problems you encounter in school and in the workplace using the knowledge and skills you
gain from this book.
Why should I learn programming?
It may be a common belief that the concepts learned in programming are only applicable
to computers and computer languages. However, this is not true. The various concepts of
programming, for example, a yes/no decision, are used in nearly every action we take while
interacting with the world in our daily activities. For instance, you may ask yourself
whether you should drink tea before going to sleep, or whether you should exercise before
eating a meal.
The typical sequential structure of a computer program is also used by us as we order the
events of our schedule to make sense. For instance, one would never consider putting on
their shoes before their socks. Logically, an individual will first put on their socks, then
their shoes and finally, they would secure the shoes.
David Malan who teaches a general computer science course CS50 at Harvard to majors
and non-majors of computer science (largest course at his institution and the largest
Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) on edX) sums it up the best - “More than just teach
you how to program, this course teaches you how to think more methodically and how to
solve problems more effectively. As such, its lessons are applicable well beyond the
boundaries of computer science itself. That the course does teach you how to program,
though, is perhaps its most empowering return. With this skill comes the ability to solve
real-world problems in ways and at speeds beyond the abilities of most humans.”
Furthermore, programming will teach you important debugging skills that are useful in
correcting all sorts of mechanical and electrical systems. You will learn the steps to identify
a problem, determine its cause, and finally devise a solution. You will learn to be
meticulous when comparing what you expect with what you observe.
How can I use the book most effectively?
After reading each lesson, do all of the multiple-choice questions and as many exercise
problems as you can (preferably all). Practice is essential when learning to program.
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Cramming will not work, and as with many other courses, repeated bursts of practice is the
best method to grasp the material (an hour or two each day). When completing the
exercises, it is highly recommended to work alone as the approach to new problems needs
to be learned individually. This will make your debugging and testing skills much stronger,
which will, in turn, make you a better programmer.
Pay careful attention to the “Important Notes” in the text. We have been deliberate about
placing these in the lessons so that they can be helpful without being overwhelming. They
are meant to be a kind of pro-tip to tell you something that some people only realize after
making the mistake many times.
Also take advantage of the Index of terms, functions, and commands at the back of the
book. This can be a quick way to find that one function you need to review.
How does MATLAB compare to other popular languages?
MATLAB is a powerful programming language with many first-party functions and
commands to do all kinds of tasks like statistics, machine learning, controls, data analysis,
modeling, and user interfaces to name a few. It also has excellent documentation compared
to other popular languages due, in part, to the fact that MATLAB is a proprietary language.
Learning MATLAB will give you a great foundation to transfer to other languages should
you need to. Python is a popular open-source programming language that has similar
syntax compared to MATLAB. Suffice it to say, MATLAB is a good choice as a first
language both for its ubiquity in academia and for its stellar documentation (make sure you
take advantage of this!).
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A NOTE TO INSTRUCTORS
Scope of Textbook
We have endeavored to include all of the necessary fundamental programming syntax and
skills for a student to solve most problems they will encounter in STEM. We aimed to not
only teach MATLAB syntax in this book, but inform and inspire good programming,
documentation, debugging, and program planning and research practices. We believe that
this will prepare students well for tackling new MATLAB functionality and building on
the programming knowledge they gain from this book. A brief summary of the objectives
of each module is given below.
Module 1 introduces how to interact with the MATLAB program including opening and
saving m-files and its basic components like the Editor and Command Windows.
Module 2 introduces basic programming fundamentals including the concept of a variable,
different data types like numbers and strings, and numeric arrays as used in the context of
mathematics and MATLAB. The reader is introduced to program design with user inputs
and program outputs and is encouraged to think about the beginning and the end of a
program rather than just direct solutions to a problem.
Module 3 introduces how to visualize different types of data in MATLAB, which includes
how to plot discrete data pairs directly as well as from discrete data generated from
continuous functions. Advanced visualizations in MATLAB are covered including bar
graphs and polar and 3D plots. The essential MATLAB plot properties that accompany
these plots are demonstrated.
Module 4 introduces how to use MATLAB functions to conduct differentiation and
integration, curve fit via interpolation and regression, solve for roots of nonlinear
equations, find solutions to simultaneous linear equations, and solve ordinary differential
equations.
Module 5 introduces conditions and conditional statements including the relevant Boolean
logic.
Module 6 introduces tools for program design and communication including pseudocode
and flowcharts. Tips for program design and communication are also provided.
Module 7 introduces user-defined functions where readers are shown how to write their
own custom functions. Tips on how to consider the user of a function are also given.
Module 8 introduces loops and provides thorough coverage of the topic. Many different
cases are covered including use of matrices and loops together and the obligatory summing,
searching and sorting. Other examples include implementing recursive formulas and
approximating mathematical functions using infinite series.
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Module 9 introduces interacting with external files and directories. Methods for reading
from and writing to text and Excel files are given. Applications demonstrating how to
interact with data, once it has been read into MATLAB, are also provided.
Appendix A provides a primer on linear algebra which describes fundamental matrix
operations used in programming such as addition, multiplication, inverse, and many more.
Special types of matrices, such as symmetric, diagonally dominant, identity and several
more are also defined.
Appendix B contains a set of mini-projects that thoughtfully provide additional practice to
the student. Relevant modules are noted at the beginning of each mini-project for easy
reference.
Appendix C demonstrates how to animate 2D and 3D plots and data in MATLAB.
Tips on Using the Book for Instructors
For this edition, the textbook was intentionally rearranged into nine modules with a total
of 42 lessons. The textbook will appeal to schools ranging from where programming is
introduced to freshmen in a first-year engineering design course to those who have a fullfledged 3-credit hour course dedicated to programming at a higher level. The intention is
that the instructor would choose the lessons that are appropriate in each module for their
students based on the course level and effort. Our recommendation for courses, such as
Numerical Methods with Programming or Engineering Analysis, where programming is
instead introduced as one of several topics, would be to safely skip the following lessons:
Lessons 3.3, 4.3 to 4.9, 8.6, 9.1 to 9.3.
At the end of most lessons, there is a multiple-choice question quiz and a set of exercises.
You should encourage students to finish both problem sets. The course works well by
assigning a set of mini-projects deliverable every other week, and these have been included
in the end of lesson exercises as well as in Appendix B.
Students Program Submissions
We have included instructions on publishing m-files in Lesson 1.7. We have found it very
helpful for students to include a published version of their program. This is for three main
reasons: 1) it reduces the number of m-files that need to be run while grading, 2) the outputs
are immediately shown after the appropriate code, which is helpful to both the grader and
the student, and 3) it encourages students to review the output of each submitted problem.
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This file is only a preview with selected lessons from specific parts of this book.
Please click “Introduction to Programming Concepts with MATLAB Third
Edition” or visit lulu.com and search “Introduction to Programming Concepts with
MATLAB Third Edition” to purchase a complete printed version of this book.

Lesson 2.1
Variables and Naming Rules

After reading this lesson, you should be able to:
•
•
•
•
•

define a mathematical variable,
define a programming variable,
determine legal and illegal variable names,
know the benefits of good practices for variable naming,
have guidelines for naming variables.

What is a mathematical variable?
A mathematical variable is a number that we do not know yet and may have to solve for. For
example, in the simple algebraic equation 2 + x = 3, the mathematical variable is x. A
mathematical variable can also essentially be a placeholder for substituting a variety/range of
numbers. For example, we can substitute any range of numbers into x in the function f (x) = x + 5
to find the value of a function, f (x). In a general sense, a variable varies its value. The value of a
variable may be arbitrary, not specified, or even unknown.
What is a programming variable?
In computer programming, such as MATLAB, a programming variable connects the name of a
variable and a specific storage location in the computer memory. For example, the variable x
references/points to its allocated storage, which contains some information about the variable; e.g.,
the value you assigned to it. Figure 1 shows a simple graphical illustration of this concept.
Although a variable in computer programming can be used as a mathematical variable, it can also
be used for many more applications such as substitution, information storage, iteration, value
comparison, and much more. Do not worry if you are not sure how to do any of these in MATLAB
yet; subsequent lessons will explain how to use variables for all of these.
How can I give my results a variable name of their own?
You have seen variables used in previous lessons, but you did not know the specifics about the
concept or how to name them in MATLAB. To make sense of the information that you are
receiving and inputting into MATLAB, you can assign names to the input, intermediate, and output
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variables. MATLAB allows you to name variables simply by typing the desired name followed by
an equal to sign and then the operation. For instance, if you are using MATLAB to find the area
of a square, you may type, areaSq, then press the “equal to” key followed by the operation of
length times width. This will return the value of the area. You can also recall or use this expression
in a later operation simply by typing in the variable name wherever it is needed. This is shown in
Example 1.

Figure 1: A simple visual representation of how variables are saved and called.
Important Note: When naming variables, you cannot start the variable name with a number
or use a space in the name. For example, 1cat and cat 1 are illegal variable names.
Also, cos is an illegal variable name because it is used as a MATLAB function to calculate
the cosine of an angle.
We will learn the MATLAB functions and commands later (throughout the rest of the book).
MATLAB is case sensitive, and hence some programmers only use lower case script for variable
names.

Example 1
Show examples of storing values in variables in MATLAB.
Solution
MATLAB Code

example1.m

clc
clear
areaSq = 3*3
cubeSA = areaSq*6
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Command Window Output

Example 1

areaSq =
9
cubeSA =
54
>>

Notice that in Example 1, the surface area of a cube, cubeSA, was found by using the predefined
name areaSq, instead of physically typing the required dimensions to find the surface area. This
is an example of recalling a previously named expression to make the current calculation easier
and more readable.
What are some possible problems with naming an expression?
You have to be cautious when naming your expressions. Follow these rules for naming.
1. Do not begin a variable name with a number.
2. Do not put a space anywhere in the variable name.
3. Do not name a variable as a predefined MATLAB command or function name.
For example,
1. 1cat is an illegal variable name, as it starts with a number.
2. cat 1 is an illegal variable name as it has a space between characters.
3. cos is an illegal variable name as it is a predefined MATLAB function that calculates the
cosine of an angle.
MATLAB reads inputs from the top to the bottom and from the left to the right of the page, similar
to the way you might read a book. If you are using the same variable name multiple times,
MATLAB will always use the last assigned value or expression to that variable name in its
calculations. Example 2 below shows an example of replacing expressions.

Example 2
Examples of replacing an expression using the same name.
Solution
Note in the solution given below that although both SA and a are assigned values twice, the
numeric values associated with those names are different. The second value of a replaces the first
value and MATLAB uses this new value to calculate the next expression for SA. Both variables
have been reassigned new numeric values or expressions.
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MATLAB Code

example2.m

clc
clear
a = 12*346
SA = a*6
a = 23*2
SA = 276

Command Window Output

Example 2

a =
4152

SA =
24912

a =
46

SA =
276
>>

Are there benefits to good practices for variable naming?
Given that you stay within naming rules, you are free to use any variable name you wish. However,
just because you can choose any variable name does not necessarily mean you should. Good
variable names are essential to writing efficient and understandable code. Choosing your variable
names wisely can have the following benefits:
1. Readability and clarity - It is easier to follow and understand programming code when
proper variable naming techniques are followed.
2. Debugging - For more lengthy programming scripts, debugging (or troubleshooting) of
code becomes more efficient and manageable.
3. Collaboration - If you are working with someone on a piece of code, or if someone needs
to read and understand your code, it is important to name your variables in a clear
way. That someone could also be you trying to figure out or reuse your code five years
from now.
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Are there some guidelines for variable naming that I can follow?
This section contains a more explicit set of guidelines for naming your variables in MATLAB.
These are strongly recommended; however, MATLAB will not give any errors if these are not
followed. Failing to follow good naming conventions, though, can make looking at a simple
program seem intimidating and frustrating. Also, note that different computer programming
languages may have different naming conventions.
1. A variable covering a large scope (used across a wide range of the program) should have
more specific and meaningful names.
o Good: voltageDrop, pullForce, outputTemperature
o Bad:
vd, forP, To
2. A variable covering a small scope (used across a short range of the program) should have
short, disposable names. This guideline generally applies to loop counters or dummy
variables.
o Good: i, j, elem
o Bad:
looponeiteration, temporaryVariable10
3. Use CamelCase with leading lower case letters. Note the use of underscores between words
(e.g., box_height = 5) is also common; however, CamelCase will be used throughout
this textbook.
o Good: pressureSensorOutput, boxHeight, width
o Bad:
pressuresensoroutput, Boxheight, WiDtH
4. Avoid negating boolean (value of true or false) variable names (no double negatives). The
concept of boolean variables will be covered in Module 5: Conditional Statements.
o Good: isGood, isMax, error
o Bad:
isNotGood, isNotMax, noError
5. Do not make the variable name very long. Also, the maximum length of variable names is
limited to 63 characters. You will have to use your own judgement beyond this constraint.
In general, it must be long enough to be descriptive, yet short enough to be memorable and
useful.
o Good: avgPartStress, isTankLightOn
o Bad:
averageStressInPartThatIsConnectedToTheOtherPart,
isTheFirstLightOnTopOfTheTankFlashingGreen

The following example shows a short MATLAB script with badly selected variable names. For
this example do not worry about the function of this specific MATLAB m-file script. We have
included examples and explanations for each guideline to elucidate each point more clearly and
hopefully impress them on your memory.
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MATLAB Code

badFormatting.m

clc
clear
% GUIDELINE 1
%Explanation: Looking at these calculations, it becomes hard to keep
%
track of what each variable means since the names are
%
not descriptive.
a = 2;
z = 5/a;
r = 8;
q = z*r;
% GUIDELINE 2
%Explanation: Although you do not know what for loops are (covered in
%
Module 8: Loops ), this is one of the most common
%
examples for a "short scope". The variable name
%
"iterationvar7" makes the code messy due to its
%
unnecessary length.
for iterationvar7 = 1:5
iterationResult = iterationvar7*a + iterationvar7;
end
% GUIDELINE 3
%Explanation: This makes the program harder to read because there is
%
no discernible marker between words.
pressuresensoroutput = 5.5;
% GUIDELINE 4
%Explanation: It is unclear exactly what is true. Is it good or not?
%
Is it maximum or not?
isNotGood = true;
isNotMax = false;

% GUIDELINE 5
%Explanation: Having very long variable names also makes the code
%
difficult to read even if other guidelines, like
%
CamelCase, are followed. Additionally, variable names
%
that are this long are rarely necessary for description
%
and can usually be shortened.
voltageReadingFromSecondSensor = 10;
MAXimumnumberofreadings
= 20; %This violates both guidelines
%
3 and 5 and compounds the
%
problem.

In the code below, we rewrite our first MATLAB script example to put our guidelines into practice.
Again, for this example do not worry about the function or meaning of this specific MATLAB mfile program. Note that the added white space and alignment further enhance readability.
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MATLAB Code

goodFormatting.m

clc
clear
%Note: We feel that the good variable names in this example should be
%
obviously better and do not require further explanations beyond
%
what we have already given.
% GUIDELINE 1: A variable covering a large scope (used across a wide range
%
of the program), should have more specific and meaningful names.
scale = 2;
% GUIDELINE 2: A variable covering a small scope (used across a short range
%
of the program) should have short, disposable names.
for reading = 1:5
readingResult = reading*scale + reading;
end
% GUIDELINE 3: Use CamelCase with leading lower case letters.
pressureSensorOutput = 5.5;
% GUIDELINE 4: Avoid negating boolean (value of true or false) variable names
%
(no double negatives).
isSensorGood = true;
isVoltMax
= false;
% GUIDELINE 5: Do not make the variable name very long.
voltageReadingSensor2 = 10;
%Note, this could be further abbreviated to the following depending
%
on your preference
voltReadSensor2 = 10;

Lesson Summary of New Syntax and Programming Tools
Task

Syntax

Example Usage

Store a value in a programming
variable

validName

validName = 6
validName2 = 'some text'
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MULTIPLE CHOICE QUIZ
Lesson 2.1
Variables and Naming Rules
1. A correct name for a variable is
a) 1arearec
b) area rec
c) area_rec
d) cos
2. What is the mistake in the following code (m-file is saved with the name exercise_2.m)?
clc
clear
five = 5
first variable = 6

a)
b)
c)
d)

The m-file name is invalid.
One of the variables is called (referenced) before it is defined (assigned a value).
One of the variable names is invalid.
None of the above

3. An incorrect name for a variable is
a) cat1
b) cat_1
c) cat_cos
d) 1cat
4. The following variable follows the rules of camelCase.
a) AreaSquare
b) areaSquare
c) areasquare
d) Areasquare
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5. The following program is given to you. What is the value of the variable c?
clc
clear
a
b
c
c
b

a)
b)
c)
d)

=
=
=
=
=

5
6
a*b
a*b^2
7

30
35
180
245
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EXERCISES
Lesson 2.1
Variables and Naming Rules
1. Enumerate the benefits of good naming practices of variables.
2. Enumerate guidelines for variable naming. Give examples of each enumeration.
3. Enumerate illegal variable names in MATLAB. Give an example of each.
4. Write a program with proper names and good practices that calculates the inertial force
in a mass with an acceleration. The value of the mass and acceleration are inputs (you
choose these values) and the inertial force is the output.
5. Write a program with proper names and good practices that calculates the current
through a resistor. The value of the resistance and voltage are known inputs (you choose
V
these values) and the current through the resistor is the output. Remember, I = R.
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Lesson 3.2
Plot Formatting

After reading this lesson, you should be able to:
•
•
•
•
•

add axis labels to MATLAB plots,
add a legend to MATLAB plots,
add a title to MATLAB plots,
add special characters to text in MATLAB plots,
improve the overall look of MATLAB plots.

How can my MATLAB graph look nicer?
As you can tell from Lesson 3.1, developing graphs can prove to be important for interpreting
data. The ability to make those graphs easier to read and aesthetically pleasing is equally
important. In this lesson, you will learn several techniques to make a MATLAB plot more
readable and easier to follow. This section will cover the functions and commands on how to
make a legend, title, axis labels, and place a grid onto a plot. Also covered are the use of special
fonts and characters and how to change the axis markings.
What are some terms I should know for plots?
Figure 1 shows the MATLAB naming convention for plotting. Most of the nomenclature is
common sense and similar to other software, but it is important to know to understand how to
change the different properties.
In this lesson, we will cover the two most commonly used groups of properties that define how
plotted graphics look in MATLAB. Those are as follows:
•
•

Line Properties define chart line appearance and behavior: for example, the line style
and thickness.
Axis Properties define axes appearance and behavior: for example, axis limits, title,
and legend.

The properties are not mandatory as you could see from the last lesson. In other words, you
could make a plot without MATLAB requiring you to have a title, line width, axis labels, etc.
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Figure 1: A MATLAB plot with common plot properties annotated.
How can I change the color and style of lines and markers on a plot?
MATLAB provides many different options to change how your plots look. You can see some
of the common options in Tables 1, 2, and 3 below. Example 1 uses some of these options to
customize how a figure appears.
Table 1: Various marker plotting styles.
Desired Style

Syntax

Example Usage

Circle
Square
Asterisk
Cross
Small point
Diamond
Five-pointed star

'o'
's'
'*'
'+'
'.'
'd'
'p'

plot(x,y,'o')
plot(x,y,'s')
plot(x,y,'*')
plot(x,y,'+')
plot(x,y,'.')
plot(x,y,'d')
plot(x,y,'p')

Table 2 shows different line styles used to represent the function in the generated plot. To
change the color of a line or data point, use the parameters given in Table 3. Note that these
color and line style options can be used in the same parameter input to the plot() function.
For example, we can instruct MATLAB to make the plot a dotted red line with
plot(x,y,'r:').
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Table 2: Various line plotting styles.
Desired Line Style

Syntax

Example Usage

solid line (default)
dashed line
dotted line
dash-dot line

'-'
'--'
':'
'-.'

plot(x,y,'-')
plot(x,y,'--')
plot(x,y,':')
plot(x,y,'-.')

Table 3: Various color options for data points and lines.
Desired Color

Syntax

Example Usage

blue (default)
red
black
yellow

'b'
'r'
'k'
'y'

plot(x,y,'b')
plot(x,y,'r')
plot(x,y,'k')
plot(x,y,'y')

magenta
green
cyan

'm'
'g'
'c'

plot(x,y,'m')
plot(x,y,'g')
plot(x,y,'c')

How can I make the function and points on the graph look nicer?
There are many ways to display the desired function(s) and/or data points on a graph. To name
a few, modifications include the change of the following - color, size, shape, line type, and
outline of both the points and function. Typing doc plot in the Command Window will
yield tables of information and codes that can be used to modify your graph.
Line Parameter: Line width of a curve (function)
'LineWidth'
Parameter Value:
Any positive integer – the larger the number the thicker the line width
Example Usage:
plot(x,y,'LineWidth',2) (read more about code placement below)
Line Parameter: Size of a data point symbol
'MarkerSize'
Parameter Value:
Any positive integer – the larger the number the larger the marker size
Example Usage:
plot(x,y,'MarkerSize',6) (read more about code placement below)
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Both the LineWidth and MarkerSize parameters must be used in conjunction with the
plot() function as they are parameters of this function; therefore, they must go inside the
plot() function. To illustrate this, Example 1 shows both the m-file and generated figure
using these parameters.

Example 1
Plot the function y = 2.1x + 4.4 and the following data set on the same plot. Data pairs to plot
are: (0, 4.12), (2, 8.6), (4, 11.5), (5, 15.3), (7, 18.0), (8.5, 21.25). Plot the function within the
domain of 0 to 10 with an interval between the points of 0.1. Use blue points (markers) for the
data set with a specified marker size of 6 and a red dotted line for the function with a line width
of 2. Include a legend, title, and axis labels on the plot. Use bold font for the title and italicize
the axis labels.
Solution
MATLAB Code

example1.m

clc
clear
close all
%----------------------------- PURPOSE ----------------------------%To put multiple data sets on the same plot with professional formatting
%----------------------------- INPUTS -----------------------------x = [0
2
4
5
7
8.5];
%Defining x points
y = [4.12 8.6 11.5 15.3 18.0 21.25]; %Defining y points
xFunc = 0:0.1:10;

yFunc = 2.1*xFunc + 4.4;

%Generating
%
values
%Generating
%
values

the
for
the
for

domain/independent variable
the function
range/dependent variable
the function

%------------------------ SOLUTION/OUTPUTS ------------------------plot(x,y,'bo','MarkerSize',6)
%Plotting x and y points for data
%
set vectors
hold on
%Telling MATLAB to place new plots
%
on the same figure
plot(xFunc,yFunc,'r:','LineWidth',2) %Plotting x and y points for
%
function vectors
hold off
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Figure 2: The figure output by the code in Example 1.
How can I put a title and axis labels on my plot?
Whenever you are making a plot, you should always use a title and axis labels. Even if it is the
world’s simplest plot, these things are important. MATLAB contains several preprogrammed
functions that allow the user to add a figure title and axis labels to a graph.
Example 2 shows an m-file with the corresponding figure using the title(), xlabel(),
and ylabel() functions.
How can I add a legend to my plot?
The function to add a legend to a plot is legend(). In the m-file, the legend() function
must be placed after the last plotting call. The order in which the descriptions should appear in
the legend is the same as the order in which the functions/points are plotted. When making a
legend, double-check that the descriptions match with what MATLAB is plotting. MATLAB
will automatically place the line style of the function/point with the description provided by
the user for each object in the legend.
Example 2 shows an example m-file of how to use a legend in a MATLAB-generated figure.
Notice the use of the 'location' parameter to manually set the location of the legend on
the plot. The parameter 'NW' (northwest), which must directly follow it, specifies where we
want the legend to by on our plot. The locations are given as cardinal directions: north, south,
east, west, etc.
Note in the m-file in Example 2, the placement of the LineWidth and MarkerSize
parameters inside the plot() function. Also, note the placement of the title(),
xlabel(), ylabel(), and legend() functions, which are after the plot() function in
the m-file.
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How can I add a grid to my graph?
Using a grid in a figure is a helpful tool to make a graph more readable. However, using a grid
is not always useful. In some cases, a grid can be counter-productive because the grid lines
can crowd a plot. Placing a grid is very similar to using a title or axis label, just type grid on.
Just like hold off, you can also use grid off.

Example 2
Plot the function y = 2.1x + 4.4 and the following data set on the same plot. Data pairs to plot
are: (0, 4.12), (2, 8.6), (4, 11.5), (5, 15.3), (7, 18.0), (8.5, 21.25). Plot the function in the domain
of 0 to 10 with an interval between the points of 0.1. Use blue points (markers) for the data set
with a specified marker size of 6 and a red dotted line for the function with a line width of 2.
Include a legend, title, and axis labels on the plot. Make the title in bold font and axis labels in
italics.
Solution
Note: This is an extension of the solution given in Example 1.
MATLAB Code

example2.m

clc
clear
close all
%----------------------------- PURPOSE ----------------------------%To put multiple data sets on the same plot with professional formatting
%----------------------------- INPUTS -----------------------------x = [0
2
4
5
7
8.5];
%Defining x points
y = [4.12 8.6 11.5 15.3 18.0 21.25]; %Defining y points
xFunc = 0:0.1:10;
yFunc = 2.1*xFunc + 4.4;

%Generating
%
values
%Generating
%
values

the
for
the
for

domain/independent variable
the function
range/dependent variable
the function

%------------------------ SOLUTION/OUTPUTS ------------------------plot(x,y,'bo','MarkerSize',6)
%Plotting x and y points for data
%
set vectors
hold on
%Telling MATLAB to place new plots
%
on the same figure
grid on
%Putting grid on the plot
plot(xFunc,yFunc,'r:','LineWidth',2) %Plotting x and y points for
%
function vectors
hold off
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MATLAB Code (continued)

example2.m

%Adding plot formatting
legend('Data Points','Function: y = 2.1*x + 4.4',...
'location','NW')
title('\bfy = 2.1*x + 4.4')
%Using bold font
xlabel('\itx Data Points') %Using italics
ylabel('\ity Data Points') %Using italics

Figure 3: The figure output by the code in Example 2.
Similar to the title or axis label functions, the grid command needs to be placed after the
plot() function in m-file. If hold on is used, the grid command should be directly after
it as shown in Example 2.
How can I add special characters in my axis labels and title?
It may be necessary to add superscripts and subscripts to the item description(s) to the plot
title, legend and/or labels. The syntax for superscripts and subscripts are placed where needed
in the title(), xlabel(), ylabel(), and legend() functions. What is to be placed
in the desired superscript or subscript must be inside braces {}, and the script character is
placed before the braces. The character _ is used for subscripts and the character ^ is used
for superscripts. Similarly, one may use similar script statements as shown below for the axis
labels, legends, etc. For example, to display, y1= x3 in the title of a figure, one would type:



plot(x,y)
title('y_{1}= x^{3}')
The use of Greek letters or bold, italic and regular font may also be useful when making a
graph. These can be added using a backslash followed by the desired font variation. To name
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a few, add bold font by using \bf, italic font by using \it, and regular font by using \rm
followed by the desired text. To display Greek letters, one can use \greek_letter (see
Table 4 and Example 3).
Table 4: Some of the special characters to be used with figures. The symbols can be used
with any of the functions given as examples and more.
Symbol

Syntax

Example Usage

α
θ
π

\alpha
\theta
\pi
\sigma
\tau
\pm
\div

title('\alpha')
xlabel('\theta')
ylabel('\pi')
legend('\sigma')
xlabel('\tau')
ylabel('\pm')
legend('\div')

σ
τ
±
÷

For example, to place, c = 2*π*r in the title of a figure (notice the bold font), one would
type title('\bfc = 2*\pi*r'). For a more complete list of special characters that
can be used with your figures, conduct a MATLAB help search (keyword: Text Properties).
Example 2 shows the use of a few special font styles, including bold font and subscripts in a
plot.
How can I change axis limits and tick labels?
MATLAB makes it easy to adjust the limits of your axes to fit your data. The xlim() function
adjusts the displayed domain of the horizontal axis, while the ylim() function adjusts the
displayed range of the vertical axis.
For some data, such as the sinusoidal wave shown in Example 3, it can be useful to change the
tick increments. xticks() and yticks() redefine the tick increment. That is, how far apart
the ticks are on the axis. The corresponding tick labels can be changed with the
xticklabels() and yticklabels() functions. These will allow you to change the tick
label to any custom text compatible with MATLAB.

Example 3
Plot the function f (t) = 0.3sin(t) for time values of 0 to 2π in steps of 0.2. Set the x-axis ticks
and tick labels to be from 0 to 2π in steps of π/2. Be sure to use the symbol (π) rather than just
writing “pi”.
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Solution
MATLAB Code

example3.m

clc
clear
close all
%----------------------------- PURPOSE ----------------------------%To demonstrate changing axis ticks and axis limits
%----------------------------- INPUTS
time
= 0:0.2:2*pi;
%Generating
%
values
voltage = 0.3*sin(time); %Generating
%
values

-----------------------------the domain/independent variable
for the function
the range/dependent variable
for the function

%------------------------ SOLUTION/OUTPUTS ------------------------figure
%Creating a blank figure
plot(time, voltage) %Plotting the function across the specified domain
xlim([0 2*pi])
xticks([0, pi/2, pi, 3*pi/2, 2*pi])
xticklabels({'0','\pi/2','\pi','3\pi/2','2\pi'})

%Setting axis limits
%Setting the x tick
%
values
%Setting x tick labels

%Note: the value \pi will result in the Greek symbol pi

Figure 4: Plot with custom axis limits and axis labels on the horizontal axis (output for
Example 3).
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Lesson Summary of New Syntax and Programming Tools
Task

Syntax

Example Usage

Add a title to plot
Add x-axis label to plot
Add y-axis label to plot
Place a legend on the plot

title()
xlabel()
ylabel()
legend()

title('Your title')
xlabel('Your x label')
ylabel('Your y label')
legend('plot1','plot2')

Place a grid on the plot
Set custom line width for a
data set
Set a custom marker size for
a data set
Set custom x limit for plot
Set custom y limit for plot
Set custom x ticks for plot
Set custom y ticks for plot
Set custom x tick labels for
plot
Set custom y tick labels for
plot

grid

grid on

LineWidth

plot(x,y,'LineWidth',5)

MarkerSize

plot(x,y,'MarkerSize',5)

xlim()
ylim()
xticks()
yticks()

xlim([lowerX,upperX])
ylim([lowerY,upperY])
xticks([minTick,maxTick])
yticks([minTick,maxTick])

xticklabels()

xticklabels({'x1','x2'})

yticklabels()

yticklabels({'y1','y2'})
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MULTIPLE CHOICE QUIZ
Lesson 3.2
Plot Formatting
1. The function to add a title to a plot is
a) ptitle()
b) t()
c) title()
d) label()
2. The MarkerSize parameter
a) adjusts the overall size of the figure font.
b) adjusts the size of plotted points.
c) changes the aspect ratio of the graph size.
d) changes the thickness of plotted lines.
3. To add a subscript, use the character(s)
a) n{}
b) n()
c) _{}
d) _()
4. Which of the following will show the plot title in italics?
a) title('\it This is a plot title.')
b) title('it{This is a plot title.}')
c) title('it(This is a plot title.)')
d) title('This is a plot title.\it')
5. Two sets of data points and a function, coded in the order, data_set_1,
data_set_2, and function_1, are plotted. The correct code sequence to
create the appropriate legend is
a) legend('data set 1','data set 2','function 1')
b) legend('function 1','data set 2’,'data set 1')
c) legend(data set 1, data set 2, function 1)
d) Code sequence does not matter.
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EXERCISES
Lesson 3.2
Plot Formatting
1. A rocket is horizontally strapped to the top of a sled and ignited. The position of this
contraption is given as a function of time t (sec) by
3

s(t)= 50 t3 +

7 2
t
30

- 5t (ft).

Plot the position of the sled in MATLAB from 0 to 60 seconds. Add a title (bold font)
and axis labels (italic font) to the plot. Remember to follow the guidelines given in
Lesson 3.1 for raising a vector to a power when plotting.
2. Plot the lift and drag forces exerted on an airfoil as a function of velocity. Use velocity
(v) values from 0 to 45 m/s on a log-linear plot (log-scale on the y-axis). The working
fluid density (ρ) is 1.423 kg/m3, the exposed airfoil area (A) is 129 m2, and the
coefficients of drag (CD) and lift (CL) are 0.178 and 0.896, respectively. Recall that the
equations for drag and lift forces are
1

FD = 2 CD A ρ V2 ,
1

𝐹𝐿 = 2 𝐶𝐿 𝐴 𝜌 𝑉 2 .
Your plot should display an appropriate legend, title, axis labels, and units. The line
width of the two lines should be adequately sized. Remember to follow the guidelines
given in Lesson 3.1 for raising a vector to a power when plotting.
3. The required specific input work (kJ/kg) for an insulated refrigerant compressor is
found to be,
𝑤𝑖𝑛 = ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡 − ℎ𝑖𝑛 .
where ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡 and ℎ𝑖𝑛 have units of kJ/kg and correspond to the enthalpies at the exit and
inlet of the compressor, respectively. The inlet enthalpy is given as a constant value of
278.76 kJ/kg. On the other hand, exit enthalpy will change as a function of exit pressure
and temperature. The following data is collected:
Exit pressure (bar) = 1.0 1.4 1.8 2.0 2.4 2.8 3.2

ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡 (kg) = 278.76 286.96 295.45 304.50 313.49 332.60 342.21
kJ
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Plot the input work as a function of the exit pressure, and show the data as points (use
circles) on a standard linear plot. Add a figure title and axis labels, use increased marker
size, and show a grid.
4. Torque, T, is given by T = F∙r where F is the force and r is the radius (moment arm).
Create two plots on two separate figures. In one figure, plot the torque vs. radius. Use
a constant value of F = 5 N and radius values of 0 to 10 m with a step size of 0.2. In
the second figure, plot the force vs. radius.
Let the torque be a constant value of 5 Nm and the same radius values as the first plot.
T
You can rearrange the torque equation to solve for force: F = r . Include a title, axis
labels, and a grid on both figures. Remember to follow the guidelines given in Lesson
3.1 for a vector in the denominator when plotting.
5. Given the data set below for stress and strain for a uniaxial text on a unidirectional
composite material, create a 2D line plot of stress vs. strain. Use a solid, green line with
an appropriate line width. Also include a grid, axis labels, axis limits, and units to improve
the appearance and effectiveness of your plot.
Table A: Stress vs. strain for a composite material.
Stress (MPa) Strain (%)
0
306
612
917
1223

0
0.183
0.36
0.5324
0.702

1529
1835

0.867
1.0244

2140
2446
2752
2767
2896

1.1774
1.329
1.479
1.5
1.56
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This file is only a preview with selected lessons from specific parts of this book.
Please click “Introduction to Programming Concepts with MATLAB Third
Edition” or visit lulu.com and search “Introduction to Programming Concepts with
MATLAB Third Edition” to purchase a complete printed version of this book.

Lesson 4.7
Curve Fitting

After reading this lesson, you should be able to:
•
•
•

conduct polynomial interpolation using MATLAB,
conduct spline interpolation using MATLAB,
regress data to a polynomial using MATLAB.

What is curve fitting?
Data may be given only at discrete data points. Curve fitting implies techniques to fit a curve
to the discrete data and hence be able to find estimates at points other than the given ones. In
this lesson, we will limit our discussion to two very common categories of curve fitting:
interpolation and regression. One important thing to keep in mind when applying these
methods to real-world problems is that they are estimates, and are therefore not guaranteed to
be correct. With that said, curve fitting can be a powerful tool for analysis and prediction.
What is interpolation?
Many times, a function, y = f (x ) is given only at discrete data points such as,
(x0 , y0 ), (x1, y1 ),......,(xn−1, yn−1 ), (xn , yn ) . How does one find the value of y at a value of x that is
not one of the given ones? Well, a continuous function f (x ) may be used to represent the
(n + 1) data values with f (x) passing through the (n + 1) points. Then one can find the value
of y at any other value of x . This is called interpolation. Of course, if x falls outside the
range of x values for which the data is given, it is no longer called interpolation but is called
extrapolation.
How can I interpolate data in MATLAB?
When programming in MATLAB, the programmer has several functions to help make the
difficult task of interpolation an easy one. The two types of interpolation techniques that will
be discussed in this lesson are the polynomial and spline interpolation. The MATLAB
functions for these models are polyfit() and interp1().
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Figure 1: Interpolation of discrete data.
Once the user has input the two vectors of data (x and y, for instance), the polyfit()
function can be used to interpolate the data to a polynomial function. The polyfit()
function stores the coefficients of the polynomial in vector form, where they can later be used
to generate the polynomial interpolation model. The polyval() function uses polynomial
coefficients (the output of the polyfit() function) to find the interpolated value of y at a
chosen value or vector of x.
For interpolation, the order of the polynomial must be exactly one less than the total number
of data pairs. So for given data (x1 , y1 ),…,(xn+1 , yn+1 ), the polynomial obtained would be of
the form y = a1 xn + a2 xn−1 + … + an .
The polyfit() function is used to output the coefficients of the polynomial that passes
through the data pairs. The output is stored as a vector [a1 , a2 ,…, an ]. With these coefficients,
the user can symbolically develop the interpolation function and if needed, conduct integration,
differentiation, and plotting. Note that the first element corresponds to the coefficient of the
highest power (xn ), while the last element corresponds to the constant of the polynomial model.
The polyval() function takes the output of the polyfit() function and uses it to evaluate
the value of the polynomial interpolant at a given value (or a vector) of x. That is, polyval()
substitutes values for x into the polynomial model. Then polyval() returns the
corresponding values of y (the predictions) from the polynomial (see Example 1).

Example 1
Using a polynomial model, interpolate the (x, y) data pairs in Table A to a polynomial. Find
the value of the interpolant at x = 4.5 and output it to the Command Window.
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Table A: Data pairs for Example 1.
x
1.0
4.0
8.0
y

2.2

5.0

7.0

Solution
MATLAB Code

example1.m

clc
clear
%----------------------------- PURPOSE ----------------------------fprintf('PURPOSE\n')
%To interpolate data to fit a polynomial
fprintf('To interpolate data to fit a polynomial.\n\n')
%----------------------------- INPUTS -----------------------------fprintf('INPUTS\n')
%Step 1: Inputting raw/known/measured x and y data points
xData = [1
4 8];
yData = [2.2 5 7];
fprintf('The x vector is:\n')
disp(xData)
fprintf('The y vector is:\n')
disp(yData)
%----------------------------- SOLUTION ---------------------------%Step 2: Choose order of polynomial model
%
Order of the polynomial model, which is # of data points - 1
order = length(xData) - 1;
%Step 3: Finding polynomial model coefficients
%
Outputs coefficients for polynomial model
coef = polyfit(xData,yData,order);
%Step 4: Defining the query value(s)
xQuery
= 6.3;
%Step 5: Predicting a value of y from the polynomial model
yPredict = polyval(coef,xQuery);
%Step 6 (optional): Manually define the interpolation polynomial model
%
as a symbolic function
syms x
func = coef(1)*x^2 + coef(2)*x + coef(3);
func = vpa(func,3); %Adjusting precision of the output
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MATLAB Code (continued)

example1.m

%----------------------------- OUTPUTS ----------------------------fprintf('OUTPUTS\n')
fprintf('The coefficients of the polynomial model are:\n')
disp(coef)
fprintf('Using these coefficients, we can form the\n')
fprintf('polynomial interpolant y(x) = %s.\n\n',char(func))
fprintf('Using polynomial interpolation (order = %.0f):\n',order)
fprintf('When x = %g, the estimate of y is %g.\n',xQuery,yPredict)

We “hardcoded” the polynomial expression in Example 1 for learning efficiency. This way,
you can see how a symbolic function can be manually defined from its coefficients (the output
of polyfit()). See Example 3 for a better method to do this without hardcoding:
poly2sym().
Command Window Output

Example 1

PURPOSE
To interpolate data to fit a polynomial.
INPUTS
The x vector is:
1
4
8
The y vector is:
2.2000
5.0000

7.0000

OUTPUTS
The coefficients of the polynomial model are:
-0.0619
1.2429
1.0190
Using these coefficients, we can form the
polynomial interpolant y(x) = 1.24*x - 0.0619*x^2 + 1.02.
Using polynomial interpolation (order = 2):
When x = 6.3, the estimate of y is 6.39205.

What is spline interpolation?
Spline interpolation uses multiple “spline” (math) functions to fit the given data points (Figure
2). Taken as a whole, these splines form a piecewise continuous function: meaning the final
model is made up of pieces or splines. Splines can be based on different models, but are
commonly linear (f(x) = a1 x + a2 ) or cubic (f(x) = a1 x3 + a2 x2 + a3 x + a4 ) polynomial
functions.
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How do I conduct spline interpolation?
When compared to polynomial interpolation, using splines to interpolate the data can prove to
be very beneficial in many circumstances. These splines are typically linear or cubic in form
and can be implemented in MATLAB using the function interp1().
In some cases, especially with higher order polynomials, a polynomial interpolant can be a bad
idea as it may give oscillatory behavior (Figure 4) for otherwise well-behaved smooth
functions. When provided a large number of data points, spline interpolation is generally better
suited.

Figure 2: Spline interpolation of discrete data.
Often times when interpolating a data set, a linear spline model is sufficient. In such a case,
each data point is connected to the next with a straight line (Figure 2). This technique is
commonly used in interpolating data from thermodynamic steam tables. If this is not sufficient,
a cubic spline is often used, which connects the data points with cubic functions (nonlinear
lines as shown in Figure 2). The MATLAB function, interp1(), can be used to interpolate
a data set using a specified model (including a linear or cubic-spline model). An example of
the usage of this function is: interp1(xData, yData, xQuery, 'method').
The output of the interp1() function is a vector of the same size as the input vector of the
x value(s). We call these input values “x query” values because they are the values of the
independent variable at which we want to make predictions. For example, when x = 3, what is
the value of y? Here, “x = 3” is the query value. Table 1 shows the common interpolation
methods that can be used as the input for the interp1() function, and Example 2 shows the
function in action.
Table 1: Common interpolation models to be used with the interp1() function.
Interpolation Method
'linear'

Interpolation Model Generated
Interpolates via straight lines between each consecutive point
(default model).
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Connects each point with a cubic-spline interpolant. The first
and second derivatives of the adjoining splines will be
continuous.

'spline'
Example 2

Interpolate the (x,y) data pairs from Table B using linear and cubic spline interpolation. Output
the predictions using fprintf() at x = 6.3.
Table B: Data pairs to be used for Example 2.
x
2.0
5.1
7.7
9.2
10.3
y

1.4

3.3

5.7

10.4

12.5

Solution
MATLAB Code

example2.m

clc
clear
%----------------------------- PURPOSE ----------------------------fprintf('PURPOSE\n')
%To interpolate data by fitting linear and cubic splines
fprintf('To interpolate data by fitting linear and cubic splines.\n\n')
%----------------------------- INPUTS -----------------------------fprintf('INPUTS\n')
%Step 1: Inputting raw/known/measured x and y data points
xData = [2.0 5.1 7.7 9.2 10.3];
yData = [1.4 3.3 5.7 10.4 12.5];
fprintf('The x vector is:\n')
disp(xData)
fprintf('The y vector is:\n')
disp(yData)
%----------------------------- SOLUTION ---------------------------%Step 2: Defining the query value(s)
xQuery
= 6.3;
%Step 3: Performing spline interpolation
%Predicting y value using linear splines
yLinPredict = interp1(xData,yData,xQuery,'linear');
%Predicting y value using cubic splines
yCubPredict = interp1(xData,yData,xQuery,'spline');

%----------------------------- OUTPUTS ----------------------------fprintf('OUTPUTS\n')
fprintf('Using linear splines:\n')
fprintf('When x = %g, the estimate of y is %g.\n\n',xQuery,yLinPredict)
fprintf('Using cubic splines:\n')
fprintf('When x = %g, the estimate of y is %g.\n\n',xQuery,yCubPredict)
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The Command Window output shows the predicted y values when x = 6.5. These values are
fairly different from each other (3.593 for linear splines vs. 4.408 for cubic splines). In the next
lesson (Lesson 4.8), you will be able to see more clearly why this is so when we plot the linear
and cubic spline functions.
Command Window Output

Example 2

PURPOSE
To interpolate data by fitting linear and cubic splines.
INPUTS
The x vector is:
2.0000
5.1000

7.7000

9.2000

10.3000

The y vector is:
1.4000
3.3000

5.7000

10.4000

12.5000

OUTPUTS
Using linear splines:
When x = 6.3, the estimate of y is 4.40769.
Using cubic splines:
When x = 6.3, the estimate of y is 3.59263.

What is regression?
Finding a function that best fits the given data pairs is called regression. When conducting
interpolation, all data pairs used must be on the developed curve. On the other hand, a
regression curve is not constrained by this requirement. Using MATLAB to develop a
regression curve is useful, especially for experimental data, or for developing simplified
models.
Let us suppose someone gives you n data pairs: (x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ),…,(xn , yn ), and you want to
develop a relationship between the two variables. A simple example is that of measuring stress
vs. strain data for a steel specimen under loads lower than the yield point. We expect that the
relationship between stress and strain is a straight line. However, because of material
imperfections and inaccuracies in data collection, we are not going to get all the data points on
a straight line. So, we do the next best thing – draw a straight line that minimizes the sum of
the square of the difference between the observed and predicted values (Figure 3). How that is
done is a subject for a course in statistics or numerical methods.
In this part of the lesson, we will just concentrate on how to use MATLAB to regress data to
polynomials. Although there is a mathematical/statistical difference between polynomial
interpolation and regression, there is no explicit difference in MATLAB syntax between an
interpolation and regression polynomial. Therefore, you should choose the curve fitting
method that makes the most sense or gives the best results for your problem.
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One of the challenges when fitting some models to a data set is the tendency to overfit the data.
We will not go into great detail in this lesson, but we want to alert you to this important and
common problem. When performing polynomial regression, you should try to choose an order
for the polynomial that does not overfit the data.
MATLAB will often display a warning that your polynomial is “badly conditioned” when you
are overfitting. Another sign of overfitting is when you have large deviations from your
expected curve (see Figure 4). For example, if you had position and time data from an
accelerating car, you would not expect to see something like Figure 4 where there is a large
deviation from the expected path. Therefore, thinking critically about your results is essential!

Figure 3: Regression of n data points to best fit a given order polynomial.

Figure 4: An example of overfitting on position and time data from an accelerating car (code
not shown).
How do I do regression in MATLAB?
Similar to interpolation, the first step of making a regression model is to determine the type of
function that best fits the data pairs. This lesson will focus on the polynomial regression model,
although many other regression models may be used. These other models include exponential,
power, and saturation growth models.
To do polynomial regression, you need the following two inputs:
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1. Data pairs (x, y)
2. Order of the polynomial of regression, m
For regression, the order of the polynomial chosen must be less than (total number of data pairs
minus one). So for given data pairs (x1 , y1 ),…,(xn , yn ), the polynomial obtained would be of
the form y = a1 xm + a2 xm−1 + … + am , 1 ≤ m ≤ n − 2. Note that for m = n − 1 the
regression polynomial would be an interpolating polynomial.
The polyfit() function is used to output the coefficients of the regression polynomial. The
output is stored as a vector [a1 , a2 ,…, am ]. With these coefficients, the user can symbolically
develop the regression function and if needed, conduct integration, differentiation, and
plotting. Note that the first element corresponds to the coefficient of the highest power (xm),
while the last element corresponds to the constant of the polynomial model.
The function polyval() can be used again for the same purpose as shown in Example 1. In
Example 3, it will take the coefficients of a polynomial and x query value(s) as inputs and
return the predicted value for y, which it obtains from the regression polynomial.

Example 3
Using MATLAB, regress the given (x, y) data pairs from Table C to a linear and quadratic
regression model, and predict the value of y when x is (−300, − 100, 20, 125) using both
models. Output the predictions and the regression models using fprintf() or disp().
x
y

340
2.45

Table C: Data pairs to be used for Example 1.
280
200
120
40
3.33
4.30
5.09
5.72

40
6.24

80
6.47

Solution
MATLAB Code

example3.m

clc
clear
%----------------------------- PURPOSE ----------------------------fprintf('PURPOSE\n')
%To regress data to best fit a polynomial model
fprintf('To regress data to best fit a polynomial model.\n\n')
%----------------------------- INPUTS -----------------------------fprintf('INPUTS\n')
%Step 1: Inputting raw/known/measured x and y data points
xData = [-340 -280 -200 -120 -40 40 80];
yData = [2.45 3.33 4.30 5.09 5.72 6.24 6.47];
fprintf('The x vector is:\n')
disp(xData)
fprintf('The y vector is:\n')
disp(yData)
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MATLAB Code (continued)

example3.m

%----------------------------- SOLUTION ---------------------------%Step 2: Choose order of polynomial model(s)
linOrder = 1; %Defining "1" as the order of the linear polynomial
quadOrder = 2; %Defining "2" as the order of the quadratic polynomial
%Step 3: Finding polynomial model coefficients
linCoef = polyfit(xData,yData,linOrder);
quadCoef = polyfit(xData,yData,quadOrder);
%Step 4: Defining the query value(s)
xQuery
= [-300 -100 20 60]; %Want to predict y at all these x values
%Step 5: Predicting a value of y from the polynomial model
yLinPredict = polyval(linCoef,xQuery);
yQuadPredict = polyval(quadCoef,xQuery);
%Step 6: Define the regression polynomial as a symbolic function
syms x
%Defining the symbolic variable "x"
%Defining the regression models as a symbolic functions
linFunc = poly2sym(linCoef,x);
quadFunc = poly2sym(quadCoef,x);
%----------------------------- OUTPUTS ----------------------------fprintf('OUTPUTS\n')
fprintf('The linear regression polynomial is:\n')
fprintf('
y(x) = %s.\n',char(vpa(linFunc,3)))
fprintf('The quadratic regression polynomial is:\n')
fprintf('
y(x) = %s.\n\n',char(vpa(quadFunc,3)))
fprintf('Using linear polynomial regression, the y estimates\n')
fprintf(' (corresponding to xQuery) are:\n')
disp(yLinPredict)
fprintf('Using quadratic polynomial regression, the y estimates\n')
fprintf(' (corresponding to xQuery) are:\n')
disp(yQuadPredict)

Command Window Output

Example 3

PURPOSE
To regress data to best fit a polynomial model.
INPUTS
The x vector is:
-340 -280 -200

-120

-40

40

80

The y vector is:
2.4500

3.3300

4.3000

5.0900
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Command Window Output (continued)

Example 3

OUTPUTS
The linear regression polynomial is:
y(x) = 0.00939*x + 5.95.
The quadratic regression polynomial is:
y(x) = 0.00628*x - 1.22e-5*x^2 + 6.02.
Estimate the value of y(x) at x values of:
-300 -100
20
60
Using linear polynomial regression, the y estimates
(corresponding to xQuery) are:
3.1370
5.0146
6.1411
6.5167
Using quadratic polynomial regression, the y estimates
(corresponding to xQuery) are:
3.0386
5.2716
6.1423
6.3544

In Example 3, since we are inputting a vector of values to polyval() (using the variable
xQuery), it will return a vector of predictions to us, which can be seen in the Command
Window output. Remembering the inputs and outputs of these curve fitting functions is
essential to proper implementation.

Lesson Summary of New Syntax and Programming Tools
Task

Syntax

Example Usage

Polynomial interpolation
Polynomial regression

polyfit()
polyfit()

polyfit(x,y,order)
polyfit(x,y,order)

Spline interpolation
Convert polynomial
coefficients to symbolic
function form

interp1()

interp1(x,y,xQuery,'method')

poly2sym()

poly2sym(coef,x)
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1. The MATLAB function used to find the coefficients of a polynomial interpolation
or regression model for given data pairs is
a) polyfit()
b) polyval()
c) interp1()
d) interceof()
2. The result of the curve fitting procedure completed in the following program is
clc
clear
xData =
yData =
coef =
syms x
model =

a)
b)
c)
d)

1:1:5;
[1 4 9 16 25];
polyfit(xData,yData,4);
poly2sym(coef,x)

polynomial interpolation
spline interpolation
polynomial regression
None of the above

3. The output of the last line is
clc
clear
time
vel
time1
vel1
vel1

a)
b)
c)
d)

=
=
=
=

[0 2 3];
[0 4 6];
2.5;
interp1(time,vel,time1,'linear');

2.5
5.0
7.0
10.0
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4. Complete the code to output the regression model as a symbolic function.
clc
clear
xd = [0 3 5];
yd = [0 4 8];
syms x

a) coef
y
b) coef
y
c) coef
y
d) coef
y

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

polyfit(xd,yd,1);
coef(2)*x + coef(1)
polyfit(yd,xd,1);
coef(2)*x + coef(1)
polyfit(xd,yd,1);
coef(1)*x + coef(2)
polyfit(yd,xd,1);
coef(1)*x + coef(2)

5. The function that uses previously found coefficients of a polynomial interpolant as
an input to calculate the value of the function at a given point is
a) polyfit()
b) polyval()
c) interp1()
d) intereval()
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1. Given are (x, y ) data pairs in Table A.
Table A: Data pairs for Exercise 1.
x
1.4
2.3
5.0
7.5
y

3.2

1.7

6.1

3.8

Complete the following.
a. Interpolate the data using a polynomial interpolant. Find the value of y when
x = 4.75.
b. Interpolate the data using linear spline interpolation. Find the value of y when
x = 4.75.
c. Interpolate the data using cubic-spline interpolation. Find the value of y when
x = 4.75.
2. The upward velocity of a rocket is given as a function of time in Table B.
Table B: Upward rocket velocity at a given time.
t

(s)

v(t) (m/s)

0
0

10

15

20

22.5

30

227.04 362.78 517.35 602.97 901.67

Using MATLAB, complete the following.
a. Using a polynomial interpolant, find velocity as a function of time.
b. Find the velocity at t = 16 s.
3. A curve needs to be fit through the seven points given in Table C to fabricate the
cam. The geometry of a cam is given in Figure A.
Each point on the cam shown in Figure A is measured from the center of the input
shaft. Table C shows the x and y measurement (inches) of each point on the
camshaft.
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Figure A: Schematic of cam profile
Table C: Geometry of the cam corresponding to Figure A.
Point

x (in. )

y (in. )

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

2.20
1.28
0.66
0.00
–0.60
–1.04
–1.20

0.00
0.88
1.14
1.20
1.04
0.60
0.00

Using MATLAB, find a smooth curve that passes through all seven data points of
the cam. Output this model to the Command Window.
4. Using MATLAB, regress the following (x, y) data pairs (Table D) to a linear
polynomial and predict the value of y when x = 55 , 20, − 10.
Table D: Data pairs (x, y) for Exercise 1.
x
y
325
265
185
105
25
– 55

2.6
3.8
4.8
5.0
5.72
6.4

– 70

7.0

Use the fprintf() and/or the disp() functions to output the regression model
and the predictions to the Command Window.
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5. To simplify a model for a diode, it is approximated by a forward bias model
consisting of DC voltage, Vd , and resistor, Rd . Below is the collected data of current
vs. voltage for a small signal (Table E).
Table E: Current versus voltage for a small signal.

V (volts)

I (amps)

0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
1.1

0.01
0.05
0.20
0.70
2.00
4.00

Regress the data in Table E to a linear model of the voltage as a function of current.
Approximate the voltage when 0.35 amps of current is applied to the diode and
output this result using fprintf().
6. To find contraction of a steel cylinder, one needs to regress the thermal expansion
coefficient data to temperature. The data is given below in Table F.
Table F: The thermal expansion coefficient at given temperatures
Temperature, T (  F)
Coefficient of thermal expansion,  (in/in/  F)
6.47  10 −6
6.24  10 −6
5.72  10 −6
5.09  10 −6
4.30  10 −6
3.33  10 −6
2.45  10 −6

80
40
– 40
– 120
– 200
– 280
– 340

Find the coefficient of thermal expansion when the temperature is −150˚F using
a. linear polynomial regression,
b. quadratic polynomial regression, and
c. cubic spline interpolation.
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Lesson 5.1
Conditions and Boolean Logic

After reading this lesson, you should be able to:
•
•
•
•

identify different relational operators,
construct logical expressions,
perform data type identification with MATLAB functions,
round up, round down, and round numbers to integers.

What are conditions?
Conditions are simply logical expressions: they are not unique to programming. You are likely
familiar with relational operators like <, ≤, >, etc. (although the syntax may be slightly different
in MATLAB). This is the basic syntax we use to create conditions in MATLAB. These conditions
are either true or false. Either 4 < 5 (four is less than five) or it is not. Note the last two operators
seen in Table 1 can also be used with non-numeric values like text. That is, you cannot ask if one
word is quantitatively greater than another, but you can ask if they are the same word or not. Note
the conditional operator for comparing two values to see if they are equal (==) is not the same as
setting a variable equal to a value (=).
Table 1: Relational operators in MATLAB and what they mean.
Logical Query

Relational Operator

Is A greater than B?

A > B

Is A greater than or equal to B?

A >= B

Is A less than B?

A < B

Is A less than or equal to B?

A <= B

Is A equal to (the same as) B?

A == B

Is A not (the same as) B?

A ~= B
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Important Note: Beware of “==” and “=”. MATLAB treats them differently, and it will
not always warn you of your mistake.
In Example 1, you can see some examples of these relational operators. They return logical values
(true or false), which we will discuss in more detail later in this lesson.

Example 1
Given two variables a and b, conditionally check whether
a) a is less than b,
b) a is equal to b, or
c) a is not equal to b.
You may assume that a and b each store a value that is a real number.
Solution
MATLAB Code

example1.m

clc
clear
%----------------------------- PURPOSE ----------------------------fprintf('PURPOSE\n')
%To demonstrate logical comparisons (conditions) in MATLAB
fprintf('To demonstrate logical comparisons (conditions) in MATLAB.\n\n')
%----------------------------- INPUTS -----------------------------fprintf('INPUTS\n')
%Initializing some random variables to compare
a = -2;
b = 5;
fprintf('The variables to compare are %g and %g.\n\n',a,b)
%------------------------ SOLUTION/OUTPUTS ------------------------fprintf('OUTPUTS\n')
%Writing some conditions to evaluate
a < b
%Condition 1: check if ‘a’ is less than ‘b’
(We expect TRUE)
a == b; %Condition 2: check if ‘a’ is equal to ‘b’
(We expect FALSE)
a ~= b; %Condition 3: check if ‘a’ is NOT equal to ‘b’ (We expect TRUE)
%Displaying results to a more readable format
cond1 = string(a < b)
cond2 = string(a == b)
cond3 = string(a ~= b)

In the last part of the solution, we convert the native output of a logical comparison into a more
readable format using the MATLAB function string(). Observing the program outputs shown
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in Command Window reveals that a logical comparison like a < b has a messy output, which
includes the tag “logical”. To convert this output to something more readable we use
string().
Command Window Output

Example 1

PURPOSE
To demonstrate logical comparisons (conditions) in MATLAB.

INPUTS
The variables to compare are -2 and 5.
OUTPUTS
ans =
logical
1
cond1 =
"true"
cond2 =
"false"
cond3 =
"true"

What is Boolean logic?
Boolean values of 1 and 0, or true and false, respectively, represent a new data type in
MATLAB called the logical data type. These values are binary (meaning they only have the
two possibilities) and will act as such in all cases.
Conditional clauses (expressions that evaluate as true or false like 4 < 5 or 0 == 1) can be
stacked together with conditional-linking operators. That is, we can combine these conditional
statements. We will cover the two most common condition-linking operators: AND and OR. Just
like we use the conjunctions “and” and “or” in speech/language to join independent clauses, we
must use them to join two or more conditions together in conditional expressions. Note that in
Example 2 the conditional-linking operator is AND (represented by “&&”) and OR (represented by
“||”).
•

AND (&&): Both condA && condB must be true for the overall condition to be true.
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•

OR (||): Either condA || condB can be true for the overall condition to be true.

When using the && comparison, all logic tests joined by the & must be true for the body of an ifstatement to execute. For example, 3>2 && 7>8 would not execute the body of an if-statement.
However, when the || comparison is used, only one of the joined tests must be true to execute the
body. For instance, 3>2 || 7>8 would execute the body of the if-statement. Finally, (3>2 &&
7>8) || 1<=2 would evaluate as true since 1<=2 is true! This is an example of linking Boolean
operators together, which is perfectly valid. As a side note, you can use logical() to convert
numeric values to the logical data type in MATLAB. This might be especially useful when
converting a matrix with numerical values to logical values.

Example 2
Given the variables, a = 6 and b = 3.4, conditionally check whether a is greater than 1 and
less than 5 and whether b is greater than 10 or equal to 3.4.
Solution
MATLAB Code

example2.m

clc
clear
%----------------------------- PURPOSE ----------------------------fprintf('PURPOSE\n')
%To use Boolean logic
fprintf('To use Boolean logic.\n\n')
%----------------------------- INPUTS -----------------------------fprintf('INPUTS\n')
%Defining variables to compare
a = 6;
b = 3.4;

fprintf('The variables to compare are %g and %g.\n\n',a,b)
%------------------------ SOLUTION/OUTPUTS ------------------------fprintf('OUTPUTS\n')
a > 1 && a < 5

%True if 'a' is greater than 1 AND less than 5

b > 10 || b == 3.4

(We expect FALSE)

%True if 'b' is greater than 10 OR equal to 3.4

Command Window Output

(We expect TRUE)

Example 2

PURPOSE
To use Boolean logic.
INPUTS
The variables to compare are 6 and 3.4.
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Command Window Output (continued)

Example 2

OUTPUTS
ans =
logical
0
ans =
logical
1

Can different data types be identified in MATLAB?
As you have likely experienced by now, data types must be handled with care. As a result, it can
be useful to conditionally check the data type of a variable. MATLAB has handy functions for just
such a purpose that return a Boolean value, which has a logical data type, of course. (We covered
these previously in Lesson 2.5 (Data Types), and include them again here for clarity.)
These are called the data type identification functions, and some examples include testing whether
a number is real or imaginary with isreal() or whether the value of a variable is a character data
type with ischar().

Example 3
Check whether a variable is a char data type or not. Output the class (data type) of the variable
to the Command Window.
Solution
MATLAB Code

example3.m

clc
clear
%----------------------------- PURPOSE ----------------------------fprintf('PURPOSE\n')
%To check whether a variable is a char data type or not
fprintf('To check whether a variable is a char data type or not.\n\n')
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MATLAB Code (continued)

example3.m

%----------------------------- INPUTS -----------------------------fprintf('INPUTS\n')
%Defining variables to test.
var1 = 'This is a string.';
var2 = 4;
fprintf('The variables to compare are “%s” and “%g”.\n\n',var1,var2)
%------------------------ SOLUTION/OUTPUTS ------------------------fprintf('OUTPUTS\n')
fprintf('The class of this variable is %s.\n',class(var1))
fprintf('Therefore, ischar(var1) = %s.\n\n',string(ischar(var1)))
fprintf('The class of this variable is %s.\n',class(var2))
fprintf('Therefore, ischar(var2) = %s.\n',string(ischar(var2)))

Command Window Output

Example 3

PURPOSE
To check whether a variable is a char data type or not.
INPUTS
The variables to compare are “This is a string.” and “4”.
OUTPUTS
The class of this variable is char.
Therefore, ischar(var1) = true.
The class of this variable is double.
Therefore, ischar(var2) = false.

How can I round numbers in MATLAB?
Rounding functions can be very useful in writing effective conditions as we will demonstrate in
the following lessons. First, though, we need to know the different rounding functions and how
they work. Below is a list of the three most common rounding functions in MATLAB and what
they do. You can see each of these functions implemented in MATLAB in Example 4.
•

•

•

round(): returns the nearest integer (“normal” rounding)
o Example: round(1.5) = 2
o Example: round(1.1) = 1
ceil(): returns the smallest integer that is greater than or equal to the number
o Example: ceil(1.1) = 2
o Example: ceil(1.7) = 2
floor(): returns the greatest integer that is less than or equal to the number
o Example: floor(1.3) = 1
o Example: floor(1.9) = 1
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Example 4
Show an example of how the MATLAB functions round(), ceil(), and floor() each round
numbers.
Solution
MATLAB Code

example4.m

clc
clear
%----------------------------- PURPOSE ----------------------------fprintf('PURPOSE\n')
%To demonstrate how rounding functions work in MATLAB
fprintf('To demonstrate how rounding functions work in MATLAB.\n\n')
%----------------------------- INPUTS -----------------------------fprintf('INPUTS\n')
%Defining variables to round
a = 8.5;
b = 8.1;
c = 8.9;
fprintf('The numbers to round are %g, %g, and %g\n\n',a,b,c)
%------------------------ SOLUTION/OUTPUTS ------------------------fprintf('OUTPUTS\n')
fprintf('round(%g) = %g\n',a,round(a))
fprintf('ceil(%g) = %g\n',b,ceil(b))
fprintf('floor(%g) = %g\n',c,floor(c))

Command Window Output

Example 4

PURPOSE
To demonstrate how rounding functions work in MATLAB.
INPUTS
The numbers to round are 8.5, 8.1, and 8.9
OUTPUTS
round(8.5) = 9
ceil(8.1) = 9
floor(8.9) = 8

Lesson Summary of New Syntax and Programming Tools
Task

Syntax

Example Usage

Boolean AND operator

&&

a && b
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Boolean OR operator
Round a number to the nearest integer
Round a number up to the nearest integer
Round a number down to the nearest integer
Check if a variable is a char data type or not
Check if a variable is a real number or not
Determine if A is greater than B

||
round()
ceil()
floor()
ischar()
isreal()
>

a || b
round(a)
ceil(a)
floor(a)
ischar(a)
isreal(a)
A > B

Determine if A is greater than or equal to B
Determine if A is less than B?
Determine if A is less than or equal to B
Determine if A is equal to (the same as) B

>=
<
<=
==

A
A
A
A

Determine if A is not (the same as) B

~=

A ~= B
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>= B
< B
<= B
== B

MULTIPLE CHOICE QUIZ
Lesson 5.1
Conditions and Boolean Logic
1. The ~= operator stands for
a) approximately equal to
b) equal to
c) greater than or equal to
d) not equal to
2. sin(pi)==0 gives false as output because
a) sin(pi)=1
b) sin(pi)=-1
c) sin(pi) is not defined
d) sin(pi) gives a value other than zero in MATLAB
3. The operator || stands for
a) and
b) or
c) not
d) not equal to
4. The operator && stands for
a) and
b) or
c) not
d) not equal to
5. What is the Command Window output of the following program?
clc
clear
a = ceil(10.1)*round(4.1)*floor(1.5)

a)
b)
c)
d)

a
a
a
a

=
=
=
=

60.6
44
60
66
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Conditions and Boolean Logic
1. Write a condition that evaluates as true when the given variable length is
greater than 1.5. Test your condition using length = 1 and then using length
= 3.
2. Write a condition that evaluates as false whenever the given variable age is less
than 21. Test your condition using age = 6 and then using age = 30.
3. Write a condition that evaluates as false when base is equal to 5. Test your
condition using a) base = 0.2 and b) base = 5.
4. Write a set of conditions that evaluates as true when the rounded value of the
given variable num is greater than 16 and less than or equal to 21. Test your
condition using a) num = -8 and b) num = 17.
5. Write a set of conditions that evaluates as true when the given variable flag1 is
equal to 2 or 3. Test your condition using a) flag1 = 2 and b) flag1 = 0.
6. An instructor wants to round up students’ grades to the next integer. Write a
program that takes students’ grades as an input and returns the integer grades as an
output. Hint: you will need to use a vector as the input/output.
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Lesson 8.1
while Loops

After reading this lesson, you should be able to:
•
•
•

differentiate between a definite and an indefinite loop,
write programs using while (indefinite) loops with one condition,
write programs using while loops with multiple conditions.

In all the previous lessons, we have considered two basic control structures: sequence and
conditional. In this lesson, we introduce you to the control structure of repetition (or “loops”).
What is a loop?
In programming, a loop is a syntax used to describe the action of repeating a block of code (task)
more than once. This block of code (task) is commonly referred to as the body of the loop. In
Figure 1, we can see two equivalent representations of code. On the left side, the same block of
code is repeated multiple times explicitly, while a loop is used on the right side.

Figure 1: The fundamental structure of loops is to run the same block of code many times.
There are two types of loops: the for loop and the while loop. The for loop will conduct a task
a definite number of times because its repetition is controlled by a counter, whereas the while
loop will perform a process an indefinite (not to be confused with an infinite) number of times
because its repetition is controlled by a logical expression. We will cover while loops in this
lesson and for loops in Lesson 8.2.
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What is a while loop?
The while loop conducts an indefinite number of repetitions (loops), where the number of
repetitions is controlled by a conditional expression. The while loop will continue to conduct
repetitions until the conditional expression becomes false. Once the conditional expression is false,
MATLAB exits the while loop and continues to execute the m-file from the lines below the loop
end statement. The four main components of a while loop are
1.
2.
3.
4.

the statement (while),
conditional expression,
the body of the loop,
end statement.

The conditional expression(s) used in the while loop are the same type of comparisons (for
example, >, <=, ~=) and logical operators (for example, ||, &&) used in if statements.
When programming with while loops, one must be careful to avoid an infinite loop. Remember,
the loop will continue to run until the conditional expression is false. If you find yourself in an
infinite loop (where the conditional expression never becomes false) in MATLAB, simply click
inside the Command Window and hit Ctrl+c to end the execution of the program. However, if
you have pressed “run” multiple times, you will need to repeat the stop command (Ctrl+c)
multiple times.
Important Note: Be careful of infinite loops! An infinite loop is when you write a condition
that is always true and never becomes false. For example, while 1 > 0.

Example 1
Output the square of all the integers from 3 to 7 in the Command Window. If one wants to write
out the square of the integers from 3 to 7, one can write a MATLAB code for it as follows:
i = 3;
fprintf('Square
i = 4;
fprintf('Square
i = 5;
fprintf('Square
i = 6;
fprintf('Square
i = 7;
fprintf('Square

of %g is %g',i,i^2)
of %g is %g',i,i^2)
of %g is %g',i,i^2)
of %g is %g',i,i^2)
of %g is %g',i,i^2)

As one can see in the above code, the only thing changing in each line is the value of i (also
compare with Figure 1). Now take the case where one has to find the squares of numbers from 3
to 100, you will have a lot of code to write. This is a good example of showing the need for a loop.
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Solution
Now, we will solve the problem using a while loop. Notice that a pseudocode is first made to
help identify what variables are changing and what expressions to display. When programming
with loops, you may be tempted to jump in with both feet, but you need to clearly identify which
variable(s) are changing, and which segments of program are repetitive.
Pseudocode for Example 1:
1. Start program, clear window/variables.
2. Set up a loop to find the square of numbers
Starting number = 3
Final number = 7
Increment by 1
Square each number.
3. Display output
4. End loop when final number is reached
5. End program
Remember, all loops must be terminated with an end statement.
MATLAB Code

example1.m

clc
clear
%----------------------------- PURPOSE ----------------------------fprintf('PURPOSE\n')
%To find the square of integers from 3 to 7
fprintf('To find the square of integers from 3 to 7.\n\n')

%----------------------------- INPUTS -----------------------------fprintf('INPUTS\n')
startNum = 3;
increment = 1;
endNum
= 7;
fprintf(['Use the numbers between %g and %g when counting using ', ...
'an increment of %g\n\n'],startNum,endNum,increment)
%------------------------ SOLUTION/OUTPUTS ------------------------fprintf('OUTPUTS\n')
i = startNum;
while i <= endNum
num = i^2; %Square each successive integer
%Output within the loop because we want to show what is happening in
%
each loop.
fprintf('The number is %g. The square is %g.\n',i,num)
i = i + increment; %Increment the value of i
end
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Command Window Output

Example 1

PURPOSE
To find the square of integers from 3 to 7.
INPUTS
Use the numbers between 3 and 7 when counting using an increment of 1
OUTPUTS
The number
The number
The number
The number
The number

is
is
is
is
is

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The
The
The
The
The

square
square
square
square
square

is
is
is
is
is

9.
16.
25.
36.
49.

In Example 1, the value of i is changing. The while loop starts with the value of i being 3, and
then increments the value of i by 1 until the loop completes with the value of i being 7. There
are multiple correct solutions for the while-end loop in Example 1 – one could change the condition
of the while statement and the placement of the incrementing line (i = i + increment). For
example, another correct solution could include the while loop condition as i <
endNum. Consider what else would need to be changed to get the same output as shown in the
Command Window Output. Doing exercises like this will be helpful when solving more complex
problems with loops because it will deepen your understanding of the fundamentals.

Example 2
Using a while loop, write a program that counts to four. The counting should be displayed in the
Command Window.
Solution
MATLAB Code

example2.m

clc
clear
%----------------------------- PURPOSE ----------------------------fprintf('PURPOSE\n')
%To write a while loop that counts to four.
fprintf('To write a while loop that counts to four.\n\n')
%------------------------- SOLUTION/OUTPUTS -----------------------fprintf('OUTPUTS\n')
i = 0;
%Initializing the loop variable (iterator)
%Beginning Loop: Defining while loop with a condition
while i < 4
i = i + 1;
%Loop Body: Adding to iterator
fprintf('Loop iteration #%g.\n',i); %Prints the current loop iterator
%Ending Loop: Defining the end of the while loop
end
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The iterator, i, is what counts for us in the solution. We can name the iterator any valid variable
name (other examples for this case are num or count).
Command Window Output

Example 2

PURPOSE
To write a while loop that counts to four.
OUTPUTS
Loop iteration
Loop iteration
Loop iteration
Loop iteration

#1.
#2.
#3.
#4.

It is essential to understand that the condition for the while loop can be anything that fits your
problem and does not make the while loop infinite. Although the examples we have seen so far
have while loops that solely rely on a counter variable for their conditions, there are other
common examples that have distinctly different conditions. Some informal examples of this are:
1. Let us say you have a case where an engineer wants to gather sensor data. We might want
to write a program using a while loop that stops based on user input.
stop = false;
while stop == false
%Code to get sensor reading
end
2. In Example 3, we want to calculate values of a function over a specific range: so we use a
counter (the independent variable, x) in the condition. However, we might, instead, want
to stop the loop when y(x) becomes negative or reaches a specific value. In these instances,
we would write our condition with those in mind rather than the counter (iterated variable).

Example 3
Given y(x) = x2 – 49, display the value of y only when y is positive for x = –10, –9 … 9, 10.
Solution
Pseudocode for this example:
1. Clear Command Window and all workspace variables.
2. Initialize the starting value of x
starting point is -10
3. Conduct loop repetitions while true.
number, x less than or equal to 10
4. Loop body:
Conduct, y = x2 – 49
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Place logic test: is y > 0?
If true, display y
Increase count by one
5. End loop
MATLAB Code

example3.m

clc
clear
%----------------------------- PURPOSE ----------------------------fprintf('PURPOSE\n')
%To conditionally display the result of a mathematical function
fprintf('To conditionally display the result of a mathematical\n')
fprintf('function.\n\n')
%------------------------- SOLUTION/OUTPUTS -----------------------fprintf('OUTPUTS\n')
x = -10;
%Starting point of x
while x <= 10
y = x^2 - 49;
if y > 0
fprintf('y(%g) = %g\n',x,y)
end
x = x + 1;
%Adding 1 to the count
end

Command Window Output

Example 3

PURPOSE
To conditionally display the result of a mathematical
function.

OUTPUTS
y(-10) = 51
y(-9) = 32
y(-8) = 15
y(8) = 15
y(9) = 32
y(10) = 51

The Command Window for Example 3 shows that although the while loop is continuing to run
for all integer values of x from –10 to 10 as we required; a conditional statement inside of the loop
ensures that only positive values of y are displayed in the Command Window.

Example 4
Write a while loop to find the value of x which is updated recursively by
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1
9
x + .
2
x
Use a starting value of x = 64 and do the recursion 10 times. Display the last updated value of x as
the only output.
Solution
Pseudocode for this example:
1. Clear Command Window and all workspace variables.
2. Initialize loop count, starting at 1.
3. Continue loop while true:
While count is less than or equal to 10
4. Body of loop:
x = (1/2)*(x+(9/x))
5. Display last updated value of x
6. End loop
The program increases the loop counter, i, by one for each repetition. Once the loop counter, i,
is greater than 10, the while loop conditional expression is false and the loop terminates.
Observing precisely how loops work from one iteration to the next is essential to being successful
in this module.
MATLAB Code

example4.m

clc
clear
%----------------------------- PURPOSE ----------------------------fprintf('PURPOSE\n')
%To implement a recursive mathematical formula
fprintf('To implement a recursive mathematical formula.\n\n')
%----------------------------- INPUTS -----------------------------fprintf('INPUTS\n')
x
= 64;
%Starting value of x
numReps = 10;
%Number of loops to conduct
fprintf('The starting value of x is %g.\n',x)
fprintf('x will be updated %g times.\n\n',numReps)
%----------------------------- SOLUTION ---------------------------i = 1;
%Starting point for loop counter
while i <= numReps
x = 0.5*(x+(9/x)); %Finding the updated value of x
i = i + 1;
%Going to the next step
end
%----------------------------- OUTPUTS ----------------------------fprintf('OUTPUTS\n')
fprintf('The updated value of x is %g.\n',x)
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Command Window Output

Example 4

PURPOSE
To implement a recursive mathematical formula.
INPUTS
The starting value of x is 64.
x will be updated 10 times.
OUTPUTS
The updated value of x is 3.
>>

To give you a background of the above example from a practical point of view, the recursive
formula is a way to find the square root of 9. In fact, you can find the square root of any positive
real number R by using the recursive formula
xi +1 =

R
1
 xi + 
xi 
2

What comparisons can I use with a while loop?
The comparisons used with the while loop are the same as those used for conditional statements
(if statements). These are shown in Table 1. Just like in conditional statements, you may make
more than one comparison in the while loop. You can join each comparison by using the &&
(AND) and || (OR) operators.
Table 1: Operators to be used for while loop comparison.
Meaning

Code

Greater than
Greater than or equal to
Less than
Less than or equal to
Equal to
Not equal to
Boolean Operators

>
>=
<
<=
==
~=

AND

&&

OR

||

The while loop is an indefinite loop, and hence we need to be careful as to not let it become an
infinite loop! For instance, in Example 5, if the series does not converge, you will have yourself
an infinite loop. To prevent this from happening, we add a condition to the while loop that limits
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the maximum number of terms added to the series, maxTerms. As soon as the number of terms
used, term, becomes greater than the maximum number of terms allowed, maxTerms, the loop
condition will not be met, and thus the loop will end.

Example 5
The value of the exponential function, ex, can be found by the following series

ex = 1 + x +

x2 x3
xn
+ + ... +
+ ....
2! 3!
n!

Write a program that uses a while loop to find the value of ex. Define value of x and stop the loop
once the absolute relative approximate error is less than 0.1%. The definition of the absolute
relative approximate error is
Absolute Relative Approximate Error =

|Previous Approximation - Present Approximation|
|Present Approximation|

× 100 %

Test your program for x = 0.75. Display the final approximation for ex, the number of terms used,
and the last absolute relative approximate error calculated.
Solution
First, one must establish what the inputs are:
1. the number to be evaluated, x,
2. the desired absolute relative error (also called pre-specified tolerance), tolerance.
Now, we define the outputs as:
1. value of ex, exp1, and,
2. absolute relative approximate error, ARAE,
3. number of terms used, term.
The series expression for e x can be rewritten as

ex =

x 0 x1 x 2 x 3
xn
+ + + + ... + + ....
0! 1! 2! 3!
n!

and hence in the compact mathematical form as
∞
x

e =∑
i=0
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MATLAB Code

example5.m

clc
clear
%----------------------------- PURPOSE ----------------------------fprintf('PURPOSE\n')
%To approximate a value of the exponential function
fprintf('To approximate a value of the exponential function.\n\n')
%----------------------------- INPUTS -----------------------------fprintf('INPUTS\n')
x
= 0.75;
tolerance = 0.1;
fprintf('Evaluate the exponential function at %g.\n',x)
fprintf('The desired relative error tolerance is %g%%.\n\n',tolerance)
%----------------------------- SOLUTION ---------------------------term = 1;
%Defining term counter for the series
exp1 = 0;
%Starting value of the series
prevExp = 0;
%Defining variable to store previous approximation
ARAE = tolerance + 1; %Initializing value for ARAE to be greater than
%
tolerance
maxTerms = 10;
%Defining the max number of terms that will be used
while ARAE > tolerance && term <= maxTerms
prevExp = exp1;
%Storing the previous value before it is updated
%
on the next line
exp1 = exp1 + (x^(term-1))/factorial(term-1); %Updating approximation
ARAE = abs((prevExp-exp1)/exp1)*100;
%Calculating error
term = term + 1;
%Iterating term counter
end
%----------------------------- OUTPUTS ---------------------------fprintf('OUTPUTS\n')
fprintf('The approximate value is exp(%g) = %.4f using\n',x,exp1)
fprintf('
%g terms of the series.\n',term)
fprintf('The abs. rel. approximate error at the end is %.4f%%.\n',ARAE)

Command Window Output

Example 5

PURPOSE
To approximate a value of the exponential function.
INPUTS
Evaluate the exponential function at 0.75.
The desired relative error tolerance is 0.1%.
OUTPUTS
The approximate value is exp(0.75) = 2.1167 using
7 terms of the series.
The abs. rel. approximate error at the end is 0.0934%.
>>
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Example 5 shows how a while loop can be implemented to find the value of a series within a
pre-specified tolerance. Because we need to keep adding terms until the pre-specified tolerance is
met, the number of terms to be used is not pre-determined, which is why we use an indefinite loop.
It should be noted that as one decreases the pre-specified tolerance, more terms may need to be
added to achieve the same level of accuracy. Note that we initialize the absolute relative
approximate error, ARAE, as a number bigger than the pre-specified tolerance, tolerance, by
adding 1 to it. This is done to get the while loop to start the first time around.

Lesson Summary of New Syntax and Programming Tools
Task

Syntax

Example Usage

Iterate over a block of code
indefinitely

while

a=0; while a<5; a=a+1;
disp(a); end
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MULTIPLE CHOICE QUIZ
Lesson 8.1
while Loops
1. The while loop is
a) a definite loop.
b) not a loop.
c) an indefinite loop.
d) an infinite loop.
2. The Command Window output of the following program is
clc
clear
i = 0;
while i <= 3
abc = 1;
i = i + 1;
end
abc

a)
b)
c)
d)

abc
abc
abc
abc

=
=
=
=

1
2
3
4

3. The Command Window output of the following program is
clc
clear
i = 0;
while i <= 3
i = i + 1;
abc = i;
end
abc

a)
b)
c)
d)

abc
abc
abc
abc

=
=
=
=

1
3
4
5
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4. The maximum number of logical comparisons that can be made in the conditional
expression in the definition of each while loop is
a) 0
b) 1
c) 2
d) as many as needed.
5.

The Command Window output of the following program is
clc
clear
i = 0;
while i <= 4
j = i*3;
i = i + 1;
end
j

a)
b)
c)
d)
6.

j
j
j
j

=
=
=
=

0
5
12
15

The Command Window output of the following program is
clc
clear
i = 0;
while i < =4
i = i + 1;
j = i*3;
end
j

a)
b)
c)
d)

j
j
j
j

=
=
=
=

0
5
12
15
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7. The Command Window output of the following program is
clc
clear
a = 2;
i = 2;
while i <= 4
i = i + 1;
abc = a*i;
end
abc

a)
b)
c)
d)

abc
abc
abc
abc

=
=
=
=

1
5
10
15
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EXERCISES
Lesson 8.1
while Loops
1. Write a program using while loop that adds the number 7 to each value of j, as
j takes on integer values of 1,2,…,11,12. Output all 12 values to the Command
Window.
2. Write a program using while loop that adds the number 7 to each value of j, as
j takes on integer values of 12,11,…,2,1. Output all 12 values to the Command
Window.
3. Using a while loop, write a program that adds together all integers from –20 to
20.
4. Using a while loop, write a program that outputs cos(x) values until cos(x)
changes to a negative number. Take values of x from 0 to 2π in increments of 0.1.
5. Using a while loop, write a program that adds together the elements of any sized
vector. Test and run your program using the vector vec = [2 5 8 -4 7 0
-9].
6. Write a MATLAB program that conducts the following summation

sum1 = 2 + 3 + 4 + ... + (n + 1)
where,
n is the number of terms used.
Use the while loop to perform the summation of the first 16 terms.
7. Using your knowledge of the while loop and conditional statements, write a
MATLAB program that determines the value of the following infinite series
f (x ) =

1
1
1
1
x + x 2 + x 3 + x 4 ....
2
4
2
4

There are two program inputs, which are,
1. the value of x, and
2. the number of terms to use.
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There is one program output, which is
1. the numeric value of the series.
Your program must work for any set of inputs. You may assume that the value for
the number of terms to use will always be entered as a positive whole number.
Test your program for the following set of inputs:
number of terms = 32
value of x = 0.46
8. The function, cos(x) can be calculated by using the following infinite Maclaurin
series
x2 x4 x6
cos( x) = 1 −
+
−
+ ....
2! 4! 6!

The absolute percentage relative approximate error, |  a | is defined as

|  a |=

Present Approximat ion − Previous Approximat ion
 100.0
Present Approximat ion
.

Complete the following.
a. Write the pseudocode for a function that finds the approximate value of cos(x).
The function inputs are the argument, x, a pre-specified error tolerance, tol,
and a maximum number of terms to use nmax. There are two ways that the loop
could end: either it meets the pre-specified tolerance or it uses the maximum
number of terms allowed.
b. Write a MATLAB function, myCos, using while loops for calculating cos(x).
The stopping criterion is if a pre-specified tolerance is met or if a specified
number of terms are used.
The function inputs are
1. the value at which cos(x) needs to be calculated, x,
2. pre-specified tolerance, tol,
3. the maximum number of terms allowed, nmax.
The function outputs are
1. the value of cos(x) when either the maximum number of terms are
used or the pre-specified tolerance is met, cosVal,
2. last
absolute
relative
approximate
error
calculated,
absApproxError,
3. the number of terms used, terms, and
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4. how the function terminated, howEnded. Assign the integer 1 to
howEnded if the pre-specified tolerance is met, and 2 if the
maximum number of terms are used.
c. Test your function in part (b) with four different, well-thought-out input
variable sets. All four tests are to be made in the same test m-file.
9. Provided with the following geometric series:
S = a + a r + a r 2 + ... + a r n

write a MATLAB program using the while loop to determine the value of S given
the inputs a, r, and n.
The program inputs are:
1. the constant, a. (a  0 )
2. the value, r (r  0 ), and
3. term constant, n as n+1 is the number of terms, n  1 .
The program output is:
1. The numeric value of S.
Test and run your program for the following combination of a = 3, r = 2.1,
and n = 8.
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